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Visiting the home of the Chinute Chinute, a little-
known sacred site at Darwin Wharf Precinct with 
Traditional Larrakia Custodian Violet Mills.

Narrator Charlie King recording ‘A Tale of Four 
Cities’ which is built around his personal family 
story.

The development of Darwin: A Tale of Four Cities, an audio walking tour of Darwin CBD

Meeting with Darwin’s history community to 
consult over the concept and balance of stories. 
Pictured here is the NT’s preeminent historian 
Alan Powell.

Exploring oral histories at the Northern Territory 
Archives Service. These histories informed every 
aspect of the script development over six months.

Charlie King and sound engineer James Mangohig 
record the narration at StudioG in Darwin over ten 
days.

Traditional Larrakia Custodians Robbie and 
Violet Mills record their welcome to country and 
women’s story at StudioG in Darwin.
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Recording binaural sound (using a microphone 
with ears) at each of the story locations, here at 
the site of Darwin’s first telegraph pole using an 
innovative technique that creates 3D/spatial 
sound.

The Hardy family flies a 1930s Tiger Moth 
biplane as atmospheric sound for one of the 
stories.

Recording storm activity at East Point (left 
middle) and Lion Dancers at the Chung Wah 
Society (bottom left). Caddie recorded dozens of 
hours of sound all around Darwin featuring local 
people and activities to support the stories. The 
sound is designed to be as historically accurate 
as possible to transport the listener back in time. 
After six months of writing and development 
Caddie makes final changes to the script in the 
studio (above).
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The launch of Darwin: A Tale of Four Cities, an audio walking tour of Darwin CBD
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The Darwin Audio Tour App
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Map of the route of Darwin: A Tale of Four Cities

Listen to the audio of Darwin: A Tale of Four Cities

https://soundcloud.com/user-33769154/darwin-a-tale-of-four-cities/s-sPvUl####
####

Download the Darwin Audio Tour App

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mytoursapp.android.app1443 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/darwin-audio-tour/id1399325450?mt=8
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